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Alexsander the Traveller - new device accepted

Not particularly great style for the device, and may contain two “weirdnesses” (winged,
natural, double-queued). Name is marked “no major changes” – forwarding to Laurel for
decision on gender of epithet “el tigre”.

Azure, a winged natural tiger sejant erect affronty argent, on a base Or, a castle sable.

Alexandria el Tigre del Castillo - new name accepted & new device accepted

Device is clear of Genevra of Estolat Azure, estoilly, a sun argent. (June 1975). Can not
be cleared by X2, since only the field is changing. One CD for the field, and one for the
semy of estoiles (addition of secondary charge). Device may conflict with Aelfwine
Denedom Quarterly vert and sable, a mullet of four points throughout argent. It was
noted that in the precedents of Bruce Draconarius of Mistholme, he references a
precedent (LoAR Dec 89, p 30) granting a CD between a mullet of four points and a
compass star, though none between suns and multi-pointed mullets. (Friedrich von
Rabenstein on the June 1993 LoAR, p 18) There is also a precedent in Da’ud 2 that says
“...there is ...[a CD] for the difference between a mullet of four points and a compass
star.” We could argue, therefore, that this is only a ‘clear difference’ and not a
‘substantial’ change, therefore it doesn’t clear by X2. Thus, it would bounce on the lack
of a second CD. I will leave it to Laurel to decide if this is a correct call.

Quarterly, vert and sable, a sun in splendour argent.

Alatheia Fenwick of Clan Campbell - new name change accepted & new device
accepted
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Form requests “Scott” name, not “Scottish” name. However, I assume that Scottish
Gaelic is intended. For the requested time period (10th century), “ingen ui” is more
appropriate (“ni” is post-period). This was actually a new device submission.

Argent, a bend sinister gules, between a cat’s head caboshed sable and a thistle proper.

Brighid ingen ui Gobhainn - new name accepted & new device accepted

But see “Tik-Astrid Olafsdottir”

Vert, four weaver’s tablets bendwise in cross argent.

Astrid Olafsdatter - new name accepted & new device accepted

Per chevron sable and argent, two plates each charged with a mullet of seven points
inverted throughout and in base, a lion’s head cabossed sable.

Asa de Tenet - new device accepted

Consider: Sable, on a pile argent a sword inverted gules, the hilt between three crescents
one and two azure. (Badge: Morgan MacNeil of Clan Fergus–Aug ‘82) 1 CD
(maximum) for the changes to the tertiary charges.

Antonio Bonetti - new name accepted & new device returned
Sable, on a pile argent, an oak tree gules.

Or, a spear sable.

Angus Kerr - new name accepted & new device accepted

Forwarding to Laurel for decision of gender of epithet.

Azure, a rabbit rampant maintaining an axe, a chief embattled argent goutty de sang

Andrea le Lapin - new name accepted & new device accepted

11. Brithwen de Bores Hulla - new name accepted

Use of fada in name was not on submission form. Accepted as “O’Neill”, anglicized
form of Irish name.

Gules, three bees in pall heads to center proper within a bordure embattled Or.

10. Brigid O’Neill the Limner - new name accepted & new device accepted

9.

8.

7.

6.

5.

4.

Devices with primary charges clear by X.1 automatically. That leaves devices with no
charges, or with peripheral charges only. No conflicts were found.

Per pale vert and Or.
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Per fess azure and vert, three towers argent and an acorn slipped and leaved Or.

19. Emma Grey - new name accepted & new device accepted

Not great style, but not sufficient reason to return it at this level.

(Fieldless) A bunch of grapes slipped and leaved proper, enflamed Or.

18. Elissa Dondain - new badge accepted

Spelling not supported, name not supported as a given name. No major changes allowed,
so we probably cannot change the name to “Elrich” (“Elrich Witloc” is cited in the article
“People and Languages in Post Conquest Canterbury contained in “Words, Names and
History:Selected Papers of Cecily Clark”, ed Peter Jackson (c.1995) p 195). Also suggest
“of the Sylvan Glen”.

17. Eldritch of Sylvan Glenn - new name returned

R&W 3rd ed, p. 322, under `Newman’, `le Newman’ for 1195.

Barry wavy azure and argent, a dolphin haurient Or.

16. Efa Gathfach - new name accepted & new device accepted

R&W 3rd ed, p. 322, under `Newman’, `le Newman’ for 1195.

Ermine, an increscent and a bordure sable.

15. Edward Newman - new name accepted & new device accepted

Per pale indented, argent goutty de sang and gules, a boot sable and an axe argent.

14. Douglas the Indecisive - new name accepted & new device accepted

Vairy sable argent gules and Or, on a pile Or a fox rampant to sinister sable.

13. Diego Miguel de Vega - new device change accepted

`Christopher’ in Withycombe pp. 65-66, variation dates from 1201-3; Haslingden is a
town in Lancashire NW England, 16mi(27km)north of Manchester for which I could find
no period reference in my limited geographical sources.R&W p. 168 `Hasling’ under
~Haslin’, hazel copse, OE haesling; Clark Hill p. 166 `haesling’ confirmed as well as p.
90 `dun’ = down, moor, height, hill, mountain.

12. Christopher of Haslingden - new name accepted

Brithwen from Brightween `fair friend’;R&W p.39, under`Boar’ `Bore’,p.186 `hullah’
`hull’ `hulles’ from atte hulle OE hyll; Clark Hall, A Concise Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, p.
33, `bar’=boar,`hyll’=hill p.201.

`Gerolt' OG 1094-9 listed in Withycombe p.130 under `Gerald'.Baschler Brechenmachers' Etymologisches Worterbuch (umlaut on Wort-) der Deutshen
Familiennamen, p. 77 of the A-J section, has Baschler as a header, citing from 1281 de
Bascheler, also.

27. Jerrolt Bäschler - new name accepted

Originally listed as a new device, this is a device change. The old device is to be released
if this passes.

Sable, an eagle’s head erased and an arm couped maintaining a spear fesswise Or,
between flaunches vairy en point gules and Or.

26. Hurlan O’Corra - new device change accepted

Submitter desires spelling “Bhraonain”, according to submission, lenited form of
“Braon/ain”, rather than the submitted form “Bhrenain”, which is the lenited form of
“Br/enainn”. We have changed the submitted form accordingly.

Azure, on a bend argent between two garbs Or three drums palewise azure all within a
bordure argent.

25. Grainne inghean ui Bhraonain - new name accepted & new device accepted

24. Gracia Vazquez de Trillo - new name accepted

Astrid Towers (West 0586) bears Per chevron Or and purpure, in base a unicorn’s head
erased Or. One CD for the field. The move to base, for this device, is forced by the field
and thus carries no CD. There is not a CD for erased v.s. couped.

Per saltire argent and vert, a unicorn’s head couped Or.

23. Grace Cecil - new name accepted & new device returned

(Fieldless) A hen contourney argent.

22. Galienne la Bourgoingne - new badge accepted

Vert, a sun argent, eclipsed sable.

21. Galienne la Bourgoingne - new name accepted & new device accepted

MacLysaght p.60. `O Ciaragain’.

20. Fiadhnait inghean Ciaragain - new name accepted

`Emma’ dated to 1186-1219
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Name was registered August 1998, via the East.

Per pale azure and vert, in pale three swans naiant argent.

32. Muriel de Chimay - resub device accepted

This should perhaps be “Michaelis Acrensis” or “Michael d’Acre”.

Gules, on a bend sinister between two crosses of Jerusalem argent, three crescents
palewise gules.

31. Michael Acrensis - new name accepted & new device accepted

I will leave it to Laurel to make a final decision on this submission.

“I’ve ... decided not to implement a comprehensive ban on fieldless badges with overall
charges. I will be returning cases where the underlying charge is rendered unidentifiable,
per Rule VIII.3; this will include the most egregious cases of overall charges (e.g. A
pheon surmounted by a hawk’s head). But this can be done as an interpretation of the
current Rules, and needn’t involve a new policy. In cases where identifiability is
maintained — where one of the charges is a long, slender object, and the area of
intersection small — overall charges will still be permitted in fieldless badges.”

Badge would normally be returned for having an overall charge in fieldless armory (RfS
VIII.5). However, there is precedent per Bruce Draconarius, 15 January Cover Letter:

Lachlann’ derived from personal name `Lohlan’ or `Lochlann’, MacLochlainn’ from
Norse, MacLysaght, p. 198 (MacLoughlin).

(Fieldless) Two spears in saltire overall, a wolf’s head erased argent.

30. Lachlann mac Lochlainn - new name accepted & new badge accepted

`Kirsten’ listed in “Medieval German Given Names from Silesia” [Laurel Page]. Weisel Brechenmacher, p. 778 of section K-Z, under the header Weissle (that’s actually an
estset), lists Nikol Weissli (again it’s an estset) to 1406.

29. Kirsten Weisel - new name accepted

Jason Rodbeard (5/94 Calontir) bears “Argent, on a pale between to pegasi combattant
azure three drinking horns fesswise argent.” One CD for changing the type of the
secondaries. There is a second CD for changing the type of a tertiary. (X.4.j.ii)

Keneweard is a documented spelling in Withycombe from 1086. de Musgraue is a
documented spelling in R&W from 1362. Ensure submitter knows that “Musgraue” is
pronounced like “Musgrave”, rather than rhyming with “thus cow”.

Argent, on a pale between two trees eradicated azure, three mullets of four points argent.

28. Keneweard de Musgraue - new name accepted & new device accepted

Per fess purpure and argent, a dove volant argent and a cluster of grapes purpure,

38. Serena Terranova - new name accepted & new device accepted

Name was registered October 1998, via the East.

Sable, on a bend cotised argent a rose branch with rose and leaves proper and a bordure
argent.

37. Rose Mary Goodheart - resub device accepted

Murano—N suburb of Venice Italy, on 5 small islands in the Lagoon of Venice, noted for
its medieval bascilica and for the manufacture of Venetian glass since the late 13thC, p.
778,`Merriam Webster’s Geographical Dictionary, 3rd Edition.

Barry wavy Or and azure seme of roses Or.

36. Rosa da Murano - new name accepted & new device accepted

Conflicts with Colin MacKenzie (East 3/99) Per bend sinister sable and vert, a horse
salient and another salient contourny argent. One for the field. The move is forced by
the field, and does not count. Salient and rampant conflict.

Per chevron azure and lozengy argent and sable, in chief two horses combattant argent.

35. Rolland Ian Macpherson - new name accepted & new device returned

Since it’s not sustained, it may conflict with Susan of Ravenhill (Sep ‘73) “Or a raven
statant to sinister proper grasping a broken tilting-spear banded sable and gules” with
only one CD for the field. Laurel may need to pull the file and check it. “Grasping” tells
us nothing about relative sizes of the charges.

The device is problematic. First off, the grenade is not sustained, it is quite definitely
maintained. Thus this is Quarterly vert and argent, a raven contourny sable maintaining
a grenade proper. Checking the accompanying sketch from the Pennsic worksheet
appears to indicate that the grenade is maintained, rather than sustained.

Rhys in Withycombe (p 253). Ravenhill is a Canton of the SCA (East 8301).

Submitted as Quarterly vert and argent, a raven contourny sable, sustaining a grenade
proper.

34. Rhys of Ravenhill - new name accepted & new device accepted

Name registered as “Rhiannon verch Tegan Glascoed” in August of 1995 via the East.

Vert scaly argent, a bordure invected Or.

33. Rhiannon verch Tegan Glascoed - resub badge accepted
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Gyronny wavy of six argent and azure, a dragonfly vert.
Name composition follows Form IV in ‘Locative Bynames in Medieval Russia”[Laurel
Page]; Kaffa is in the Crimea dated to 1261. Device conflicts with Katerina
Drachenklaue (East 11/97) “Barry wavy azure and argent, a dragonfly vert” with 1CD for
the field.

Conflicts with Gilmirron of the Blue Flame Azure, a globe amaranth flower [
Gomphrena globosa] argent. Once CD for the addition of secondaries. The lotus blossom
apparently conflicts with an amaranth, as both fall under FLOWER - MULTIPETALED
in the SCA Ordinary.

49. Olga Kafshaia - new name accepted & new device returned

Field division is a problem, with low contrast for non-standard quarterly field, partly
obscured by charges. Laurel decision for whether this meets the same standard as
quarterly/per saltire.

Azure a lotus blossom between in cross four ostrich plumes shafts to center, argent.

42. Thana of Tangier - new name accepted & new device returned

The device submission is problematic. It is submitted as gyronny of five … azure and
argent …, but is more properly blazoned Azure, two piles inverted [in point] issuant from
sinister chief argent… – in any case, the dominant tincture of the field is azure. A hare
proper defaults to brown (see Glossary) . Therefore, this is a colored charge on a colored
field, and must be returned for style problems.

Withycombe `John’pp.178-9, `Sean’p.264, `Eoin’p.104, give Scottish Gaelic form as
Iain/Ian and Irish form as Eoin.MacLysaght p.234 `Mac Neill’ and p. `Mac Lochlainn’[of
the Ui Neill] under Mac Loughlin.

This name is marked as feminine, but Withycombe (2nd ed, p 258) notes Symond (under
Simon) as exclusively male and dates the name to 1394. Harley (R&W,3rd ed p217) is
dated to 1379 in Yorkshire. This would seem to make a welsh-style locative unlikely.
Assuming the locative is Welsh, the “O” should be lowercase, and probably causes
lenition, giving “o Lyn Celyn”. While the combination is unlikely, I will leave it to
Laurel to make a judgment call in this case.

The second “Mac” needs to be in the genitive case: in modern orthography, that would be
“Mic”. It may need to be lenited also, giving “Mhic”. Actually, given the fact that the
double patronymic would appear to be an early construction (and rare at that), it might be
better to use earlier Gaelic spellings.

Per pale and per chevron inverted vert and azure two leeches (slugs) embowed counter
embowed respectant argent.

48. Eoin Mac Neill Mac Lochlainn - new name accepted & new device accepted

Vert, in pale a horse courant and a crescent and on a chief argent, three mullets sable.

47. Diana Scott - resub device accepted

Vert, a rose barbed and seeded between two rats rampant argent.

46. David Gladstone - new name accepted & new device accepted

This is one of two standard depictions for panthers.

Or, two panthers combattant [guardant] and on a point pointed purpure, a castle argent.

45. Alejandra Lucia del Castillo - new name accepted & new device accepted

Per fess sable and Or, a fess wavy argent and in chief a bee Or.

44. Wilthein Wisbram - new device accepted

Or, on a bend sinister Gules three suns Or.

43. Vitalia la Soleil - new name accepted & new device accepted

Gyronny of five issuant from the sinister chief point azure and argent, a hare sejant
dexter foreleg raised proper.

41. Symond Harley O Llyn Celyn - new name accepted & new device returned

Device may conflict with Rand the Silversmith (1271), who bears: "Sable, three African
leopards passant in annulo proper." Not clear by X2. One CD for the change of field.
What color is an African leopard proper? This will require checking the Laurel files.

Name accepted, but should be passed to Laurel with the note, "Does the combination of a
Norse given name and a 14th-C. German surname make sense?"

Per saltire vert and sable, three lions passant in annulo Or.

40. Solveig Anderhalfholt - new name accepted & new device accepted

Name accepted as “Shajar the Dancer”. “Shajar the Star Dancer” is unsupported (the fact
that “Morgan Stardancer” (Atenveldt8208) has been registered is not documentation).

Purpure, on a fess between two mullets a crocodile tergiant vert.

39. Shajar the Dancer - new name accepted & new device accepted

Italian Renaissance Women’s Names’ is on the Laurel Education Page.

slipped and leaved vert.
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Badge conflicts with Alonzio of the Peacemakers (East8105) “Gyronny Or and gules, a
white tiger’s head caboshed proper [Felix Tigris].” 1 CD for the field. Also conflicts
with Victoria Faline Dubonnet bears: “Tierced per pall azure, gules, and Or, a lion’s head
cabossed argent.” One for the field.

Withycombe p. 260 `Sabin(a)’,Latin 1199-1215; `Lyons’ in MWGD p. 679 dates from
Roman times, and in D.Matthews, `Atlas of Medieval Europe’, various entries.

Gules, a lion’s head caboshed argent.

50. Sabina de Lyons - new name accepted & new badge returned
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